CUB SCOUT® UNIFORM

HEADWEAR
Tiger cap, Wolf cap, or Bear cap, according to den.

NECKERCHIEF AND SLIDE
Tiger: orange with blue border
Wolf: red with blue border
Bear: light blue with dark blue border
Each is secured by a slide for that rank.

SHIRT
Official long/short sleeve, navy blue.

BOTTOMS
Scouts may choose between the official uniform pants, shorts or skort.

BELT
Official navy blue Cub Scout web belt with buckle, cut to proper length.

SOCKS
Dark blue official socks with orange tops for Tiger and gold tops for Wolf and Bear.

SHOES
Shoes should be kept neat and clean.

INSIGNIA
Proper insignia includes the Council Shoulder Patch or CSP, the World Crest Emblem (and optional Ring), Unit Numerals, Rank Emblem and more.